
PARTNER STORY

OPPORTUNITY

Junction Square Shopping Centre 

encompasses 305,000 square feet and 

houses 270 shops and restaurants needed 

a diverse lighting system to support the 

needs of the mall.

SOLUTION

Property owner Shwe Taung Development 

equipped the Junction Square mall with 

an interconnected system of Martin MAC 

Quantum Profile fixtures and Martin RDM 

5.5 Splitters.

JUNCTION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE, MYANMAR

Located near the intersection of two major roads in Myanmar’s largest city, Junction 

Square attracts over 7.3 million shoppers each year from Yangon and the surrounding 

area. The mall encompasses 305,000 square feet and houses 270 shops and restaurants, 

three movie theaters (including a 3D cinema), a playground and an outdoor water 

fountain. Property owner Shwe Taung Development hired Krislite (Lighting Specialist) to 

equip the mall with an interconnected system of MAC Quantum Profile fixtures and RDM 

5.5 Splitters.

“Martin fixtures were our primary choice due to their versatility, flexibility, and relative 

simplicity,” said Myintzu, Business Manager at Krislite (Lighting Specialist Co Ltd). “In 

addition to meeting our client’s requirement and expectations, they also offer significant 

advantages during installation like allowing facility managers to make changes or 

reconfigure the system smoothly.”

In addition to everyday commerce, Junction Square hosts seasonal festivals, stage 

shows, product launches, and charity events, often in their vast open atrium. Krislite 

(Lighting Specialist Co Ltd) chose MAC Quantum Profile fixtures for the installation for 

their versatility in colors and effects, compact profile, ease of configuration, and high 

output to power consumption ratio. They selected Martin RDM 5.5 Splitters to maintain 

proper data over long, branching cable runs throughout the installation. The splitters’ 

compact size and multiple mounting options keep them discrete and out of the way.

“We were looking for a system that was simple to use and integrate from a management 

and operations perspective,” a spokesperson at Junction Square said of the project. 

“Along with being reliable and adaptable, we wanted it to be easy to configure. Martin’s 

range of products seemed to fit our requirements perfectly and presented us with an 

efficient, slick and state-of-the-art finish.”

“ 
Martin’s range of products 
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RETAIL



“It has been a pleasure to be associated with Junction Square Shopping Mall and to be 

able to extend a fitting solution that seamlessly accentuates the visual atmosphere of the 

mall,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. “We 

thank Krislite (Lighting Specialist Co Ltd) for trusting HARMAN products and extending 

complete support while ensuring that the deployment moved along without a hitch.”

PRODUCTS USED

MARTIN MAC QUANTUM PROFILE FIXTURES 

MARTIN RDM 5.5 SPLITTERS 
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ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 

Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians 

and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 

million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected 

car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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